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Abstract: This work proposes and examines the feasibility of next-generation 0.3 THz phase shifters
realized with liquid crystals (LCs) as tunable dielectrics coaxially filled in the transmission line. The
classic coaxial transmission line topology is robust to electromagnetic interference and environmental
noise, but is susceptible to higher-order modes from microwave to millimeter-wave towards terahertz
(THz) wavelength ranges, which impedes the low-insertion-loss phase-shifting functionality. This
work thus focuses primarily on the suppression of the risky higher-order modes, particularly the first
emerging TE11 mode impacting the dielectric loss and metal losses in diverse manners. Based on
impedance matching baselines at diverse tuning states of LCs, this work analytically derives and
models two design geometries; i.e., design 1 for the coaxial geometry matched at the isotopically
referenced state of LC for 50 Ω, and design 2 for geometry matched at the saturated bias of LC
with the maximally achievable permittivity. The Figure-of-Merit for design 1 and design 2 reports
as 35.15◦/dB and 34.73◦/dB per unit length, respectively. We also propose a constitutive power
analysis method for understanding the loss consumed by constitutive materials. Notably, for the
0.3 THz design, the isotropic LC state results in an LC dielectric loss of 63.5% of the total input power
(assuming 100%), which becomes the primary constraint on achieving low-loss THz operations. The
substantial difference in the LC dielectric loss between the isotropic LC state and saturated bias state
for the 0.3 THz design (35.76% variation) as compared to that of our past 60 GHz design (13.5%
variation) indicates that the LC dielectric loss’s escalating role is further enhanced with the rise in
frequency, which is more pronounced than the conductor losses. Overall, the results from analytical
and finite-element optimization in this work shape the direction and feasibility of the unconventional
THz coaxial phase shifting technology with LCs, actioned as continuously tunable dielectrics.

Keywords: coaxial; insertion loss; liquid crystal; phase modulation; phase shifter; sub-mmW;
terahertz; TE11; THz phase shifter; tunable dielectrics

1. Introduction

The evolving landscape of wireless communication [1–3], driven by the Internet of
Things (IoT) paradigm [4,5], has catalyzed the development of next-generation commu-
nication (5G/6G) networks [6,7]. With escalating demands for bandwidth and data rates,
the promising sub-millimeter-wave (sub-mmW) and terahertz (THz) [8,9] frequencies have
emerged as focal points for research and development in this domain.

The traditionally acknowledged THz gap [10] has garnered significant attention and
active research efforts over the past decade, resulting in strides towards bridging this
technological barrier. Beyond its established applications in nondestructive sensing [11],
imaging [12] and detection for security screening [13,14], and remote sensing for meteoro-
logical missions [15], as well as its burgeoning role in the biomedical industry [16,17], the
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utilization of THz frequencies in mainstream telecommunication scenarios [1,2], particu-
larly in the context of the envisioned 6G phased array beam steering [18,19], introduces
novel opportunities and accompanying challenges. The promising frequency bands for
THz communication applications are graphically summarized in Figure 1, featuring ex-
ceptionally wide bandwidths (e.g., the window from 252 GHz to 296 GHz [1]) that allow
high-data-rate communications.
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Furthermore, the adoption of THz frequencies in 6G phased array beam steering
enables other innovative applications, e.g., climate forecasting and early warning by mete-
orological radar wherein electronic beam steering may replace conventional mechanical
rotation methods, hence offering enhanced agility and responsiveness. However, this
transition presents various technical hurdles, including signal propagation challenges [15],
particularly the power efficiency concerns [6,8], as well as the design complexity in antenna
arrays and the beamforming algorithms [7,9]. As such, the integration of THz technol-
ogy into radar or communication systems necessitates comprehensive research efforts to
address these challenges and unlock the full potential of this emerging frontier.

To mitigate the effects of path loss over frequency and distance, THz communication
is often associated with the use of narrow directional beams generated by large arrays.
In such beam-steering antenna arrays, precise control of phase modulation for each ra-
diating element becomes paramount, wherein phase shifters [20] are key components in
the electronically steered array without bulky mechanical rotations. Traditional phase
shifters typically rely on semiconductor-based switches [21] operating in discrete states
(i.e., digital), limiting the resolution of phase variation and consequently compromising
the spatial resolution of the steered beam. Continuous (analog) beam steering [22], how-
ever, has become feasible due to advancements in nematic liquid crystal (LC) microwave
technology [23]. This entails integrating the continuously tunable anisotropic dielectric
properties of LC materials [24] with microwave transmission lines [25] and components [26].
Figure 2 below outlines the scope and importance of LC-based variable phase shifters for
mechanical rotation-free phased-array electronic beam-steering applications with ultra-high
spatial resolutions.
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Over the past two decades, various demonstrations have showcased LC-enabled
tunable phase shifting [20,22,23] and reconfigurable frequency filtering [27,28], exhibiting
commendable performance across microwave and millimeter-wave frequency ranges,
typically up to V band [20] and W band [29,30]. The state of the art in this field has
also witnessed the expansion towards a wider portfolio of LC-based photonic devices,
e.g., [31] on THz tunable metamaterial with LCs for modulations of phase, intensity, and
polarization, leading to potential applications in THz modulators, filters, and switches.

At the millimeter-wave domain, our recent research efforts have introduced the first
LC coaxial phase shifter at 60 GHz [25], representing a notable advancement. The work [25]
also highlights the trade-offs in performance metrics compared to previously proposed
planar transmission line structures such as the inverted microstrip [32] and enclosed copla-
nar waveguide [20] configurations. Despite the compromises in performance metrics, the
fully enclosed and symmetric electromagnetic structure and the polyimide (PI)-free manu-
facturing process associated with the proposed LC-filled coaxial phase shifters [25] offer
significant advantages over the traditional planar transmission lines as accommodating
structures for LCs (requiring time-consuming and thermally stringent PI processing and a
rubbing process [20] for mechanically aligning LC molecules). In electromagnetic parlance,
the coaxial structure radially filled with LCs features a single-dielectric encompassed device
topology that eliminates the multi-dielectric competition and interface effects (coupling
and radiation) as encountered by the planar solutions, hence the coaxial approach is less
susceptible to undesirable higher-order modes. Compared with waveguides (single con-
ductor) that require power-consuming magnets for biasing LC materials (e.g., >100 V [23]),
the coaxial approach retains the advantage exhibited by the two-conductor system, i.e.,
enabling low-power electronic driving (e.g., 10 V) such as our previously demonstrated
planar transmission line solutions [20,32] for accommodating LCs. The ease of noise-free
unimodal operation, and the potential for PI-free rapid prototyping and mass production
for arrayed devices on a panel, jointly position the coaxial approach as a compelling solu-
tion for the deployment of LC-based phase-reconfigurable components (mainly functioning
by continuously varying the differential phase shifts between radiation elements) in 5G
and future generation (6G) communication systems.

In our pioneering work combining coaxial transmission lines with LCs [25] at 60 GHz,
we achieved a phase shifter by filling the coaxial transmission line with LCs in two extreme
permittivity states, i.e., the LC isotropic state and the saturated biased tuning state, one
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of which serves as the referenced permittivity state for obtaining differential phase shifts
dependent on the low-frequency voltage biasing field that leads to the permittivity varia-
tions concerning dielectric constant (DkLC) and dielectric dissipation factor (DFLC). The
corresponding cross-section view of the coaxially distributed LC directors is sketched in
Figure 3 below for the isotopically referenced state (minimally achievable permittivity) and
the saturated biased state (maximally achievable permittivity), respectively.
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In contrast to the rapidly evolving field of LC-based passive microwave and millimeter-
wave tunable components, there has been relatively little documented progress in the
realm of sub-THz and THz frequencies, especially concerning coaxially accommodating
structures for LCs. Recent advancements in THz sources have demonstrated the generation
of coaxial THz waves [33], highlighting the necessity and feasibility of the coaxial approach.
Radially polarized THz beams are essential for implementing THz coaxial waveguide
systems. Researchers [33] have leveraged the phenomenon of THz pulse production at
semiconductor surfaces to launch THz pulses into coaxial waveguides. They found that
radial transient photocurrents, induced by optical excitation at normal incidence, emit
THz pulses with field distributions matching the coaxial waveguide’s mode. By adjusting
the diameter of the optical excitation beam, efficient coupling into the TEM waveguide
mode in a hollow coaxial THz waveguide was achieved, influencing the spatial profile
of the generated radially polarized THz pulse. This straightforward technique opens
avenues for further exploration and optimization in THz coaxial-typed TEM structure
design and applications.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Analytical Models for TE11 Mode Resistant 0.3 THz LC Coaxial Phase Shifter Designs

The cutoff frequency (fc) or the cutoff (critical) wavelength (λc) of the first higher-order
mode TE11 is derived based on the averaged circumference, as denoted in Figure 4 below
for the dashed circle with a critical radius (rc) given by Equation (1).

rc =
Dcore + TLC

2
, (1)

where Dcore (diameter of the circular core line) and TLC (thickness of the coaxially-filled LC
dielectrics) represent the key cross-section geometry of the LC-filled coaxial phase shifter.
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dashed circle of a critical radius (rc) represents the averaged or equivalent size of the radial structure
that should be small enough compared with the TE11 mode cutoff (critical) wavelength (λc).

The final equation of the cutoff frequency (fc) for the undesirable TE11 mode is pre-
sented in Equation (2). Interested readers can refer to Appendix A for the intermediate
derivation steps.

fc =
v
λc

=
c

π(Dcore + TLC)
√
εeff

≈ c
π(Dcore + TLC)

√
DkLC

, (2)

wherein v = c/
√
εeff represents the guided wave speed in the transmission line with

effective permittivity (εeff) compared to the wave speed in vacuum (c). From our established
work [25], the effective permittivity of the coaxial transmission line is de facto equaling the
dielectric constant (Dk) of the filled dielectric (i.e., LC), as evidenced by our characterized
maximum deviation between εeff and DkLC which, among all tuning states of LC, is less
than 0.00045 [25], from which we also demonstrated numerically the LC dielectric fill factor
reaching 99.82–99.90% (approaching the theoretically idealized 100% limit) for the coaxial
topology of various LC thicknesses. This significantly reduces the need (and cost) for
traditionally time-consuming and memory-hungry full-wave simulations for the device’s
design and prototyping. As such, εeff here can be simplified into DkLC with reasonable
confidence (a maximum uncertainty of 0.18%), applying for various dielectric thicknesses
of LC (i.e., TLC) at diverse tuning (biasing) states of different DkLC. The characteristic
impedance (Zc) of the LC-filled coaxial phase shifter is given by Equation (3), taking the
same approximation regarding εeff and DkLC.

Zc =
60

√
εeff

ln
(

Dcore + 2TLC

Dcore

)
≈ 60√

DkLC
ln
(

Dcore + 2TLC

Dcore

)
. (3)
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For the combined governing equations of a 50 Ω LC-filled coaxial phase shifter with
the critical structure of TE11 mode cutoff at fc, i.e., by combining Equations (2) and (3), the
analytical solution of TLC and Dcore is unique, as shown in Figure 5 below for the analytical
solutions of TLC and Dcore for the tunable dielectrics (Dk varying from 1 to 5 by way of
illustration) across the targeting TE11 mode cutoff frequency spectrum from 100 GHz to
500 GHz.
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50 Ω matching at various Dk tuning states of the tunable dielectrics (Dk from 1 to 5).

In our first characterization and analysis of the first LC-based coaxial phase shifter [25],
we have identified the operating (tuning) range of the coaxial phase shifter from the LCs
at the isotropic state to the LCs at the saturated bias state, corresponding to two extreme
dielectric constants (DkLC) that the LCs exhibit in the coaxial setup. For the same GT3-
24002 type of nematic LCs employed in this work, the two extreme DkLC-matching baseline
designs we proposed link to two designs, respectively; i.e., a DkLC of 2.754 and a dielectric
dissipation factor (DFLC) of 0.0111 correspond to design 1, which geometrically matches
at the LC isotropic state, while a DkLC of 3.3 and a DFLC of 0.0032 correspond to the
geometry of design 2, which is impedance matched at the LC saturated bias tuning state.
The critical geometries for these two designs are illustrated in Figure 6 below, providing
valuable insights into the relationship between dielectric constant matching and specific
LC states. Further exploration of these designs could contribute to enhanced performance
and understanding in LC-based applications.
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Aimed at achieving 300 GHz (0.3 THz) single coaxial TEM mode operation, we allocate
a 25% guard band allowance, equivalent to setting the TE11 mode-cutoff critical structure at
375 GHz. By applying the two matching baselines, we define the corresponding geometry
designs with TLC and Dcore parameters. For design 1, matched at the LC isotropic state,
TLC is set to 91.8 µm, and Dcore to 61.5 µm. For design 2, matched at the LC saturated bias
state, TLC is set to 89.5 µm, and Dcore to 50.5 µm.

To fundamentally understand the dominating loss that compromises the LC-based
phase shifter performance at THz, quantifying each loss element (metal loss, dielectric loss,
reflection loss) that constitutes the total power loss (from input to output pathways) is a
prerequisite. While vector network analyzer (VNA)-based experimental measurements can
characterize the scattering parameters (S parameters) for the forward transmission (S21) and
forward reflection (S11) of a two-port network (with port 1 and port 2), they fail to convey
the constitutive material’s loss, e.g., the individual percentage of loss that is consumed by
the LCs (PLC), core line metal (Pcore), and housing metal (Phousing), respectively.

We thus present our analytically derived power dissipative loss formulas [25] for
constitutive materials of the LC-based coaxial phase shifter in Equations (4)–(6), wherein
each loss element here is derived analytically per unit length in a phasor form (denoted as
Pcores0 , Phousings0

, and PLCs0 , respectively) and in accord with the cross-section coordinate
system shown earlier in Figure 4.

Pcores0
= Is0

2R =

[∫
r=Dcore

2

∫ ∅=2π

∅=0
σEs(r, ∅)0d∅dr

]2

×
√
πfσµ

σπDcore
, (4)

Phousings0
=

[∫
r=Dcore

2 +TLC

∫ ∅=2π

∅=0
σEs(r, ∅)0d∅dr

]2

×
√
πfσµ

σπ(D core + 2TLC)
, (5)
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PLCs0
= 2πfε0DkLCDFLC

∫ r=Dcore
2 +TLC

r=Dcore
2

∫ ∅=2π

∅=0

∣∣∣∣ →
Es(r, ∅)0

∣∣∣∣2d∅dr. (6)

where σ and µ denote conductivity and permeability, respectively. These analytically
derived power densities per unit length are then integrated as per Equation (7) (surface
integration) for deriving the metal losses, and as per Equation (8) (volume integration)
for obtaining the LC dielectric loss. The integral operations are then solved numerically
using full-wave electromagnetic simulations with Ansys HFSS (high-frequency structure
simulator in version 2022 R1) based on the finite element method (FEM).

Pcore(or housing) =
x

pcore(or housing)dS, (7)

PLC =
y

pLCdV. (8)

The main simplifications (limitations) underpinning the analytical and numerical mod-
els here (compared to experimental research) lie in the surface roughness-free conductors
(core line and grounding metal housing), as well as the frequency dispersion-free dielectrics
(LC).

2.2. Full-Wave Simulation Models for the Two LC-Filled Coaxial Phase Shifter Designs

Electromagnetic full-wave calculations based on the finite-element method were con-
ducted for the two designs. The computational domain under investigation as per Figure 4
is numerically partitioned into discrete volume elements, forming a mesh structure as
depicted in Figure 7, wherein the collective sub-domains adhere to the governing equations
(Maxwell’s) and prescribed boundary conditions (conductor-enclosed coaxial TEM mode
as defined by two circular wave ports with electric field polarization pointing from the
housing conductor radially towards the core line). Radiation boundary is not required
in this setup due to the metal fully enclosed structure. The geometrically conforming
tetrahedral meshes generated at 0.3 THz are inhomogeneous in size, i.e., finer at the critical
parts of the core line surface (mesh with a minimum edge length of 0.023535 mm) as well
as the LC dielectric volume (mesh with a minimum edge length of 0.0239014 mm), while
being coarser at the housing conductor surface (mesh with a minimum edge length of
0.0687666 mm), as illustrated in Figure 7 for design 1 at the saturated bias state of LC.
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Both design 1 and design 2 have a unit length of 1 cm, aiming for a convergence target
of 0.02 in the maximum magnitude of the S-parameter variation between passes, denoted
as max. delta S. The progression of each iterative pass also recorded the number of elements
solved, as summarized in Figures 8 and 9 for design 1 and design 2, respectively. From
Figure 8, the computational solution for design 1 is converged after 5 passes (for both the
isotropic and saturated biased states for the same geometry), with the solved elements
amounting to 32,746 for the isotropic state of LC, and 33,594 for the saturated biased state.
The statistics from Figure 9 indicate that the convergence takes slightly longer for design 2,
with 6 passes required for the isotropic state (38,896 elements solved), and 7 passes for the
saturated biased state (48,080 elements solved). These quantifications provide confidence
in the electromagnetic behavior characterization numerically, which serves as a crucial
foundation for further analysis and refinement of LC-based differential phase modulating
components in THz applications.
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3. Simulation Results of the Two Designs and Benchmark

Performance evaluation encompasses the ±25% bandwidth of 0.3 THz (i.e., from
225 GHz to 375 GHz), focusing on effective permittivity and guided wavelength shown
in Figure 10, characteristic impedance shown in Figure 11, return loss, insertion loss, and
phase shift differentially detailed in Section 3.1.
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filled LC) for both designs and both tuning states. The maximum deviation is 0.007 (oc-
curred for design 2 at the saturated bias tuning state of LC), translating into an error (un-
certainty) of 0.21% at 0.3 THz (as compared to the maximum error of 0.18% reported at 60 
GHz [25] for our previously proposed coaxially-filled LC phase shifter).  
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From Figure 10, εeff (the effective permittivity of the LC-filled coaxial transmission
line) across the analyzed spectrum well matches with DkLC (the dielectric constant of
the filled LC) for both designs and both tuning states. The maximum deviation is 0.007
(occurred for design 2 at the saturated bias tuning state of LC), translating into an error
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(uncertainty) of 0.21% at 0.3 THz (as compared to the maximum error of 0.18% reported at
60 GHz [25] for our previously proposed coaxially-filled LC phase shifter).

The impedance results from Figure 11 well agree with our design principle of setting
the Dk-matching baseline at a specific tuning state of LC, which yields a relatively perfect
matching geometry design at a specific biased state of LC (e.g., the geometry of design 1
obtains 50.06 Ω at 0.3 THz at the isotropic LC state, and the geometry of design 2 obtains
50.13 Ω at 0.3 THz at the saturated bias state of LC, both as per the design strategy). Mean-
while, this design principle, as we proposed, also results in an impedance mismatching
status at the other extreme tuning state of LC for each design, as evidenced by the 45.75 Ω
at 0.3 THz at the saturated biased state of LC for design 1, and the 54.87 Ω at 0.3 THz at the
isotropic LC state for design 2.

3.1. Scattering Parameters Quantification

Analysis of S11 (see Figure 12) and S21 (see Figure 13) in magnitude (dB) includes both
cases of renormalizing to 50 Ω and without renormalizing to 50 Ω for both wave ports
(port 1 for input and port 2 for output) during post-processing, providing comprehensive
insights into the operational characteristics of the seemingly black-box system. These
evaluations contribute to the optimization and understanding of LC-based components in
THz applications, facilitating advancements in tunable device technology.
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occurs at the isotropic LC state for both designs. The deviation in the maximum insertion 
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Figure 12. Full-wave simulation results of input reflection coefficient S11 in magnitude for two tuning
states of two proposed designs (both with lengths of 1 cm): (a) based on both wave ports post-
processed without renormalizing to 50 Ω; (b) based on both wave ports post-processed renormalizing
to 50 Ω.

Without renormalizing the two ports, the results of S11 in Figure 12a remove the impact
of multi-reflections at the input and output ports, which limits the difference between the
two designs. Instead, the results of the renormalized treatment well agree with the design
principle, as evidenced by the 20–30 dB difference produced in S11 between the two tuning
states of LC (applying to both designs).

For both renormalized and non-renormalized treatments in Figure 13, the S21 results
exhibit similar trends of insertion loss increasing with frequency, and the most lossy case
occurs at the isotropic LC state for both designs. The deviation in the maximum insertion
loss of design 1 and design 2 at 0.3 THz amounts to 0.07042 dB/cm (non-renormalization
treatment) and 0.08773 dB/cm (renormalization treatment), respectively.
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Figure 13. Full-wave simulation results of forward transmission coefficient S  in magnitude for 
two tuning states of two proposed designs (both with lengths of 1 cm): (a) based on both wave ports 
post-processed without renormalizing to 50 Ω; (b) based on both wave ports post-processed renor-
malizing to 50 Ω. 

Comparing the renormalized with non-renormalized results, about 0.02 dB/cm of dif-
ference in S  is observed for the two mismatched cases (more specifically, 0.01725 dB/cm 
of deviation happens at design 2 for the LC at isotropic tuning state, and 0.02577 dB/cm 
of deviation occurs at design 1 for the LC at saturated bias tuning state). Note that multi-
reflection losses at the ports’ interfaces will be accounted for in the renormalized treat-
ment, thus leading to a minor rise in the insertion loss as compared with those by the non-
renormalization treatment.  

The differential phase shift of interest, as deciphered from the simulated phase re-
sults of S  in Figure 14 for the two formats of presentation (Figure 14a in the conven-
tional angular representation, and Figure 14b in the continuous angular manner for ease 
of understanding), is depicted in Figure 15a and benchmarked with the theoretically 
based derivation [25] in Figure 15b. 
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Figure 14. Full-wave simulation results of forward transmission coefficient S  in phase for two 
tuning states of two proposed designs (both with lengths of 1 cm): (a) in conventional angular (ang) 
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Figure 13. Full-wave simulation results of forward transmission coefficient S21 in magnitude for
two tuning states of two proposed designs (both with lengths of 1 cm): (a) based on both wave
ports post-processed without renormalizing to 50 Ω; (b) based on both wave ports post-processed
renormalizing to 50 Ω.

Comparing the renormalized with non-renormalized results, about 0.02 dB/cm of
difference in S21 is observed for the two mismatched cases (more specifically, 0.01725 dB/cm
of deviation happens at design 2 for the LC at isotropic tuning state, and 0.02577 dB/cm
of deviation occurs at design 1 for the LC at saturated bias tuning state). Note that
multi-reflection losses at the ports’ interfaces will be accounted for in the renormalized
treatment, thus leading to a minor rise in the insertion loss as compared with those by the
non-renormalization treatment.

The differential phase shift of interest, as deciphered from the simulated phase results
of S21 in Figure 14 for the two formats of presentation (Figure 14a in the conventional
angular representation, and Figure 14b in the continuous angular manner for ease of
understanding), is depicted in Figure 15a and benchmarked with the theoretically based
derivation [25] in Figure 15b.
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The maximum phase shift-to-maximum insertion loss ratio, i.e., the Figure-of-Merit 
(FoM) is quantified in Figure 16. The computational results based on renormalizing to 50 
Ω treatment (35.15°/dB and 34.73°/dB for designs 1 and 2, respectively) lead to a minor 
deviation as compared with those with the non-renormalization treatment i.e., a 
0.00641°/dB increase for design 1, and 0.1074°/dB decrease for design 2. For both post-
processing methods, design 1 (geometry matched at the LC isotropic state) slightly out-
performs design 2 (geometry matched at the saturated bias of LC), more specifically, by 
0.30911°/dB (non-renormalization) and 0.42292°/dB (renormalization). 
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on both wave ports post-processed without renormalizing to 50 Ω; (b) based on both wave ports 
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3.2. Constitutive Loss Components Quantification 
By delving into the extension of LC-based components into the THz regime, the re-

search seeks to pave the way for advancements in high-frequency transmission line 

Figure 15. Full-wave simulation results of differential phase shift (between two tuning states)
quantified for two designs (both with lengths of 1 cm): (a) design 1 and design 2 by simulation;
(b) simulated and theoretical results benchmark for both designs.

The maximum phase shift-to-maximum insertion loss ratio, i.e., the Figure-of-Merit
(FoM) is quantified in Figure 16. The computational results based on renormalizing to
50 Ω treatment (35.15◦/dB and 34.73◦/dB for designs 1 and 2, respectively) lead to a
minor deviation as compared with those with the non-renormalization treatment i.e.,
a 0.00641◦/dB increase for design 1, and 0.1074◦/dB decrease for design 2. For both
post-processing methods, design 1 (geometry matched at the LC isotropic state) slightly
outperforms design 2 (geometry matched at the saturated bias of LC), more specifically, by
0.30911◦/dB (non-renormalization) and 0.42292◦/dB (renormalization).
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3.2. Constitutive Loss Components Quantification

By delving into the extension of LC-based components into the THz regime, the
research seeks to pave the way for advancements in high-frequency transmission line
technologies. The analysis encompasses considerations of both key performance metrics
and the constitutive materials’ losses. For the lower insertion loss design (i.e., design 1 with
the geometry’s impedance matched at the LC isotropic tuning state), the dissipative power
analysis is conducted for the two tuning states at 0.3 THz, as quantified in Figure 17 for the
isotropic LC state, and Figure 18 for the saturated bias state of LC. The results recorded
comprise both non-renormalization and renormalization cases.
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Figure 17. Full-wave constitutive power (loss) analysis of design 1 at isotropic LC state: (a) based
on both wave ports post-processed without renormalizing to 50 Ω; (b) based on both wave ports
post-processed renormalizing to 50 Ω.
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Figure 18. Full-wave constitutive power (loss) analysis of design 1 at saturated bias state of LC:
(a) based on both wave ports post-processed without renormalizing to 50 Ω; (b) based on both wave
ports post-processed renormalizing to 50 Ω.

Agreeing with our theoretical explanation earlier, the evidenced return loss becomes
more pronounced for the renormalization treatment in the mismatched case (i.e., at the
saturated bias state of LC). For all cases and post-processing treatments, the major loss
element is LC dielectric loss, amounting to 63.6% for the most lossy state (i.e., isotropic LC
state), but this drops significantly to 27.7% for the least lossy state (i.e., saturated bias state
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of LC). Free from the surface roughness impact assumed in this work, the dissipative power
consumed by the core line metal is 8.3% at the isotropic LC state (DkLC = 2.754), and this
rises to 12.6% at the saturated bias state of LC (DkLC = 3.3). This phenomenon physically
agrees well with our electromagnetic analysis of LC-based coplanar waveguide phase
shifters at 90 GHz [34], concerning the electric field redistribution in a higher dielectric
permittivity medium, which becomes particularly pronounced at a higher frequency.

4. Discussions and Optimization Opportunities
4.1. Optimization of DkLC Matching Baselines

Besides the current two designs presented (50 Ω matched at the two extreme values of
the DkLC baselines, i.e., the isotropic LC state and the saturated bias state, respectively),
the other design geometries that are impedance matched at the intermediate tuning states
of LC (wherein DkLC and DFLC both change as per [25]) can be explored for potential
performance optimization (loss minimization and phase shifting capability maximization).
By way of illustration, Figure 19 summarizes the anti-TE11 critical geometry (cross-section)
of all these designs (diverse DkLC matching baselines) as derived from the combined
Equations (2) and (3) shown earlier. Accordingly, the simulated performance indicators for
these new designs are presented in Figures 20 and 21, including a comparison with those
designs at 60 GHz as we conducted in [25].
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Figure 19. Cross-section geometry designs of LC-filled coaxial phase shifter at 0.3 THz (with 25%
guarding band allowance embedded to keep away from TE11 cutoff). Different designs are based on
50 Ω matched at different DkLC baselines (including the two extreme tuning states highlighted, as
well as other intermediate operational tuning states not covered in the study above).
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shifter designs parameterized with diverse DkLC matching baselines.

Albeit both designs of our noise-resistant, LC-filled coaxial phase shifters survive the
TE11 risk (as well as other higher-order parasitic modes), the intrinsic frequency impact on
each loss element comes into play. Selecting the designs with 50 Ω matched at DkLC of 2.8
(the decision for achieving the optimum FoM for both the 0.3 THz design and the 60 GHz
design as observed from Figure 21) leads to a slump in FoM, which declines from the
optimum 102.4◦/dB for the 60 GHz design to 35.3◦/dB for the 0.3 THz design. To explain
this significant FoM compromise, a constitutive material loss analysis is conducted again
but conveyed in radar charts (spider plots) (Figure 22) to compare the 0.3 THz and 60 GHz
designs (both 1 cm long) at the two extreme tuning states, respectively, i.e., Figure 22a for
the isotropic LC state, and Figure 22b for the saturated bias state of LC. More specifically,
for the cross-section sizes of the two designs (aiming for two frequencies that are vastly
differing) under comparison, the 0.3 THz design is with TLC of 0.09164 mm and Dcore
of 0.06044 mm, while the 60 GHz one is with TLC of 0.3487 mm and Dcore of 0.23 mm.
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Smooth metal surfaces are assumed in the computational models to rule out the surface
roughness-induced computational uncertainties. Arguably, the skin effect and surface
roughness (not accounted for in our models) will exacerbate the degradation of FoM from
60 GHz to 0.3 THz. Nevertheless, for both designs in Figure 22 at both tuning states, the
LC dielectric volumetric loss occupies the largest proportion of the dissipated power loss.
Notably, at the isotropic LC state for the 0.3 THz design, the LC dielectric loss amounts to
63.5% of the total input power (100% assumed), which becomes the key limiting factor for
low-loss THz operations. The escalating role of the LC dielectric loss is further enhanced
with the rise of frequency, as evidenced by the vast difference in the LC dielectric loss
between the isotropic LC state and the saturated bias state for the 0.3 THz design (35.76%
variation), as compared to that of the 60 GHz design (13.5% variation).
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4.2. Other Limitations and Future Work

Note that the data acquisition and achieved results, as mentioned earlier, stem from
the incorporation of a 25% guard band redundancy proposed for the anti-TE11 excitation
resilience, as portrayed in Figure 23 below, with the reserved guarding bandwidth denoted
as ∆fr, and representing it into the guarding ratio (r) format in percentage. This conservative
approach of introducing ∆fr reservation leads to distinct critical geometries and consequent
performance variations. The pre-specified 25% redundancy raises questions about its
level of conservatism, prompting a thorough exploration in the future optimization work
for potential refinements of the guarding ratio (r) towards performance advancements.
Looking back into Equation (2) which we derived and combining our LC device fabrication
experience [20], the precise control of the filled LC thickness (TLC) during the device
assembling and the temperature stability of LC permittivity (DkLC) during the device
operation are critical for ensuring the dominance of the TEM mode over the TE11 mode for
the targeted operating frequency of 0.3 THz. Interestingly, it remains a challenge to achieve
precise control over the mode selection (both theoretically and experimentally), the research
question of which is inspiring our future work on multi-mode analysis and experiments.
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Furthermore, our current design is based on our analytical model of the TE11 cutoff
wavelength as the averaged circumference of the coaxial structure, which assumes the
circle at the half thickness of the LC layer. Whether this critical structure assumption is
too conservative or not merits further investigation to re-evaluate our TE11 cutoff model.
Besides the need to validate the conservativeness of the proposed guarding band allowance,
there is another research question regarding the cutoff wavelength validation, i.e., assessing
the conservativeness of our current assumption (derivation based on the half thickness of
the LC layer). More specifically, this question can be transferred to identifying the critical
radius (rc) of the critical (cutoff) circle as we depicted in Figure 4 earlier. Numerical param-
eterization of rc can be conducted, e.g., from Dcore/2 to Dcore/2 + TLC. The corresponding
critical structural geometry, and the resulting differential phase shift, insertion loss, and
hence FoM, are to be quantified and compared with the designs based on our current
rc = (Dcore + TLC)/2 assumption underpinning this work.

With the ever-improving performance and ever-increasing role that LCs play in the
mmW and THz regimes, developing LC-embedded THz system precursors in various
spatiotemporal scales with open-source computation packages targeting full-wave LC-
filled THz phase-shifting device solutions will be highly sought after in the quest for
cost-effective design and quick prototyping with reasonably accurate predictions. With the
simulation data built up for designs of various critical structures with diverse permittivity-
matching baselines, artificial intelligence (e.g., machine learning [35]) may become another
enabler to expand and deepen the suite of LC-filled coaxial transmission line techniques,
including our ongoing work underway on bending (for miniaturization) and quarter-wave
stubs implementation (for bandstop filtering applications).

Concerning the limitation of the dissipative loss analysis conducted in this work, con-
ductor surface roughness and its impact on insertion loss (and differential phase shift) have
yet to be considered. Existing theoretical and empirical models of conductor surface rough-
ness (e.g., the snowball model [36]) are largely reported in microwave and millimeter-wave
regimes with debates on their accuracy, for which our future work is envisaged to propose
the THz correlation for the additional Ohmic losses on the core line and the grounding
metal housing due to surface roughness. Furthermore, the other main limitation of the
current work with dispersion-free assumption for LCs will be addressed by conducting
time domain dielectric spectroscopy for accurately characterizing the permittivity and
dissipation factor response of the LCs over the 0.3 THz wavelength ranges (from 225 GHz
to 375 GHz). The tuning speed of the proposed device at different biasing voltages while
subject to different environmental temperature conditions will also be measured in our
future experimental work.

5. Concluding Remarks

The quest for higher bandwidth has stimulated the use of higher frequencies, for which
the leap from gigahertz (GHz) to terahertz (THz) [37] represents one of the core research
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activities to enable next-generation 6G communications [38] and other smart applications.
Despite tremendous progress in liquid crystal (LC) microwave technologies and devices
realized by planar and non-planar topologies in various formats of transmission lines (e.g.,
inverted microstrips) or waveguides with decent performance, the combination potential
of LCs with the classic coaxial transmission line for THz phase shifting has yet been
explored. As such, this modeling study initiates the analytical and simulated investigations
with the constitutive materials’ loss analysis into the LC coaxially-filled THz phase shifters
operating with a single mode at 0.3 THz by ruling out the higher-order parasitic modes with
a guard banding strategy. With the noise-free operation, the proposed LC-enabled phase-
shifting device holds promise for feeding THz phased-array antennas, enabling high spatial
resolution beam-steering applications in the 0.3 THz window, targeting 6G communications,
THz meteorological radar imaging, and THz astronomy. The implications from the current
THz phase shifter study are transferrable to other THz reconfigurable components (e.g., LC-
filled coaxial filters) in terms of the constitutive loss and impedance matching strategy for
enhanced FoM. To fully unlock the low-loss application potential, however, in recognition
of the significantly escalated role of LC dielectric loss at 0.3 THz as compared to that of
the 60 GHz mmW case, there is a pressing need to develop low-dissipating-factor LCs
engineered for THz to stay competitive against other tunable technologies [39–41] towards
more market-driven sub-mmW and THz applications.
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Appendix A

To derive the cutoff frequency (fc) of the first higher-order mode TE11, the corre-
sponding cutoff wavelength (λc) can be derived in Equation (A1) based on the averaged
circumference as denoted for the dashed circle with a critical radius (rc) in Figure 4.

λc = v/fc = 2πrc, (A1)

wherein v is the wave speed, and the critical radius (rc) is given by Equation (A2):

rc =
Dcore + TLC

2
, (A2)

Combining Equations (A1) and (A2), the cutoff wavelength (λc), or critical wavelength
(λc), for the undesirable TE11 mode is governed by Equation (A3):

λc = 2πrc = π

(
Dcore +

TLC

2
+

TLC

2

)
= π(Dcore + TLC), (A3)

Combining Equations (A3) and (A1) above, the cutoff frequency (fc) for the undesirable
TE11 mode is derived from Equation (A4):

fc =
v
λc

=
c

π(Dcore + TLC)
√
εeff

. (A4)
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